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Technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI) tend to outpace their legal governance given the rapid pace of technology versus the slower pace of governance.2 This problem applies to legal ethics—new technologies create novel ethical dilemmas that the American Bar Association (ABA) and state bars struggle to keep pace with. Such challenges have been faced by previous technologies such as fax machines, email, cell phones, cloud computing, social media and virtual offices. As one commentator noted, “each new technology comes with its own set of ethical pitfalls and, unfortunately cautionary tales from lawyers who fail to mind them.”3 Consequently, each new technology entering the legal world stimulates a new round of debates about whether we need new legal ethics rules, or additional comments to existing rules, or advisory opinions on how the new technology invokes existing ethical rules, or whether and how attorneys need to adjust their practices to stay within the bounds of professional norms when using new technologies.

No technology will disrupt the practice of law, and society generally, more than artificial intelligence. As a cover story in the ABA Journal noted: “Artificial intelligence is more than legal technology. It is the next great hope that will revolutionize the legal profession…. What makes artificial intelligence stand out is the potential for a paradigm shift in how legal work is done.”4 Given this “paradigm shift” in how legal work is done, it is not surprising that AI is already creating new questions and challenges in the realm of legal ethics and professional responsibility.

Bar associations are starting to recognize these ethical challenges created by AI. In 2019, the ABA House of Delegates adopted a resolution calling on the courts and lawyers to address the “emerging ethical and legal issues” created by the use of AI in legal practice.5 In 2023, the ABA House of Delegates adopted an additional resolution calling for the ethical use of AI by requiring human oversight and accountability for the use of AI systems.6

Some states have also started to address the legal ethics issues created by AI. On November 16, 2023, California adopted a “Practical Guidance” on the use of generative AI by attorneys.7 The
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guidance does not carry the weight of an amendment to the rules of professional conduct or a formal ethics opinion, but it can be cited in a disciplinary proceeding against an attorney. The document describes how various of the ethical rules for lawyers apply to generative AI (and will be discussed passim below in the context of specific ethical rules). According to the State Bar, “the Practical Guidance will be a living document that is periodically updated as the technology evolves and matures, and new issues are presented.”

The overall recommendation of the California Practical Guidance is quite cautious about attorney use of generative AI: “Generative AI use presents unique challenges; it uses large volumes of data, there are many competing AI models and products, and, even for those who create generative AI products, there is a lack of clarity as to how it works. In addition, generative AI poses the risk of encouraging greater reliance and trust on its outputs because of its purpose to generate responses and its ability to do so in a manner that projects confidence and effectively emulates human responses. A lawyer should consider these and other risks before using generative AI in providing legal services.”

Florida has also taken action on AI legal ethics in the form of a draft advisory opinion to be finalized in January 2024. The draft advisory opinion describes how generative AI may create some novel ethical issues and recommends how the existing legal ethics rules would apply to such generative AI applications. The concluding section of the proposed Opinion states that “a lawyer may ethically utilize generative AI technologies but only to the extent that the lawyer can reasonably guarantee compliance with the lawyer’s ethical obligations. These obligations include the duties of confidentiality, avoidance of frivolous claims and contentions, candor to the tribunal, truthfulness in statements to others, avoidance of clearly excessive fees and costs, and compliance with restrictions on advertising for legal services.”

Several other states have recently established committees to study the use of AI by lawyers and whether changes are needed in those states’ rules of professional responsibility. These states include New Jersey, Texas and Connecticut.

This White Paper seeks to identify and analyze some of the key ethical questions that AI is creating for practicing lawyers. AI is still in its nascent stages and is expected to continue to grow.
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exponentially over the next decade in its capabilities and applications. It is therefore likely, if not inevitable, that additional legal ethics issues will be raised by future AI, some of which cannot even be imagined now. In discussing the ethical dilemmas created by AI for attorneys, the ABA Model Rules and their Arizona equivalents are referenced as the existing standards for legal ethics.

1. Competency

The duty of technological competence is the legal ethical rule that is most directly invoked by AI. ABA Model Rule 1.1, and the equivalent Arizona Rule ER1.1., obliges a lawyer to “provide competent representation to a client,” which “requires the legal knowledge, skill, thoroughness and preparation reasonably necessary for the representation.”\(^{18}\) In 2012, the ABA added comment 8 to Rule 1.1 which requires technological competence by an attorney:

To maintain the requisite knowledge and skill, a lawyer should keep abreast of changes in the law and its practice, including the benefits and risks associated with relevant technology, engage in continuing study and education and comply with all continuing legal education requirements to which the lawyer is subject.\(^{19}\)

Forty States, including Arizona which adopted such a requirement in 2015, have now adopted a similar requirement for attorneys to maintain technological competence.\(^{20}\)

AI invokes the duty of technological competency, both with respect to matters that involve substantive legal issues relating to AI systems, and when the attorney uses an AI tool to practice law. AI systems raise many substantive legal issues relating to intellectual property, liability, privacy, cybersecurity, contractual rights, and others, and effective legal advocacy will require the attorney to have a good understanding of the unique attributes of the AI systems. AI tools are also being introduced for many different legal processes, including e-discovery, legal research, document drafting, due diligence, contract review and drafting, billing, time management, and intellectual property applications, amongst others. Each of these AI-enabled legal processes requires an understanding of the AI underlying the software or tool, including its strengths and weaknesses.

Most attorneys likely currently lack the necessary technical competence to understand these AI systems, yet such systems are quickly becoming ubiquitous in the substance and process of law. There is therefore an urgent need for additional training needed to make most attorneys proficient in the use and understanding of AI in legal practice.

In the absence of training, we will see more and more examples of attorneys incompetently using or understanding AI in their legal work. One such well-publicized example recently occurred in New York where an attorney relied on ChatGPT to identify supporting case law, including providing full text of alleged decisions that the AI chatbot had cited but opposing counsel could not locate. It turned out that ChatGPT had “hallucinated” and fabricated the citations and full opinions, a known risk.
of such generative AI programs. The judge in the case sanctioned the attorney, stating that while there is nothing “inherently improper” about an attorney using artificial intelligence, “existing rules impose a gatekeeping role on attorneys to ensure the accuracy of their filings.”\textsuperscript{21} In this case, he continued, the attorneys “abandoned their responsibilities when they submitted non-existent judicial opinions with fake quotes and citations created by the artificial intelligence tool ChatGPT, then continued to stand by the fake opinions after judicial orders called their existence into question.”\textsuperscript{22}

A competent attorney therefore needs to verify the validity of any facts and citations produced by a generative AI program such as ChatGPT. But the duty of competence “requires more than the mere detection and elimination of false AI-generated results.”\textsuperscript{23} The attorney also needs to double-check the soundness of the reasoning of text generated by AI systems, as such systems are “stochastic parrots” that like a parrot don’t truly understand the content of the text they generate.\textsuperscript{24} Such systems are therefore prone to occasionally miss important arguments or counter-arguments, or to misunderstand the concepts they write about. While AI systems are constantly improving, attorney understanding, review, validation and correction of generative AI content will be required for the foreseeable future. AI-generated output used by a competent attorney also should be critically analyzed for bias as well.\textsuperscript{25} Failure to do any of the aforementioned is tantamount to technologically incompetent legal practice.\textsuperscript{26}

The ability to draft effective generative AI prompts, a skill known as “prompt engineering,” will increasingly become a component of competent legal practice. Competent legal practice goes beyond generative AI however to include all AI tools. Most current AI programs are based on machine learning, which require large quantities of data for training. Attorneys must be aware of the data used to train the AI systems they use. If the training data are not representative of the context in which the AI tool is applied, it can give inaccurate results, for which the attorney would be responsible. Much historical data, especially in the criminal law context, that may be used to train an AI system contains racial, gender and other biases, which unless controlled for or otherwise addressed, can produce biased AI outcomes.\textsuperscript{27} Garbage in, garbage out. Competent attorneys must be aware of these limitations of AI systems, and guard against their inappropriate use.

In sum, “overreliance on AI tools is inconsistent with the active practice of law and application of trained judgment by the lawyer.”\textsuperscript{28} But of course, competency does not only include restrictions on use of AI by legal practitioners. Competent legal representation will increasingly involve an obligation
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to use AI tools in appropriate situations. The question of when it is unethical not to use AI in practicing law will be a moving target as AI systems continue to improve at a rapid rate.

2. Duty of Supervision

An attorney has a duty to adequately supervise a non-lawyer assistant. This duty is encoded in ABA Model Rule and Arizona Rule of Professional Responsibility 5.3(b). The ABA Model Rule states: “A lawyer having direct supervisory authority over the nonlawyer shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the person's conduct is compatible with the professional obligations of the lawyer.”

This rule is directed at a human assistant — as evidenced by language such as “the person’s” to describe the assistant. Thus, a lawyer has an ethical duty to ensure that human subordinates use AI only in ways that conform to the lawyer’s professional responsibility and obligations.

In 2012, the ABA changed the name of its rule from “Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistants” to “Responsibilities Regarding Nonlawyer Assistance.” This arguably expands the scope of the rule to include non-human assistance, such as that provided by an AI system. The proposed Florida ethics opinion provides that “many of the standards applicable to nonlawyer assistants provide useful guidance for a lawyer’s use of generative AI.”

Machine-learning AI systems now have the unprecedented capability of making their own judgments and decisions, rather than just roteely implementing human instructions as with past legal technologies. AI technologies act therefore more like a human assistant, and are capable of unethical actions if not properly supervised. Accordingly, the ABA and state bars should revise their legal ethics rules to make explicit that an attorney’s duty to supervise assistants applies to AI tools capable of making their own judgments and decisions. The proposed Florida ethics opinion adopts this position, stating that a “a lawyer must always review the work product of a generative AI just as the layer must do for the work of nonlawyer assistants such as paralegals.”

However, there are some significant technical and practical impediments for attorneys to adequately supervise the AI systems that they employ. Many commercial AI systems sold or leased to lawyers by vendors have proprietary algorithms, which make it difficult for attorneys utilizing such algorithms to truly understand and critically assess the results from such algorithms. More fundamentally, AI algorithms based on deep learning are usually a “black box,” which cannot explain how they reached their conclusions.
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their outcomes.\textsuperscript{36} Even if the AI system was completely explainable and transparent (which they are not), the human user still would be challenged to second-guess the AI system’s output given that they are based on millions or even billions of data points, far beyond the capability of the human mind to comprehend.

While much work is being done to create explainable AI, most deep learning tools will remain inscrutable for the foreseeable future, raising tough questions about how attorneys can supervise these systems. Physicians and other professionals are facing similar dilemmas, when very powerful AI systems trained on massive data sets provide recommendations or advice that the human overseeing the system cannot fully interrogate or understand. In such situations, the professional must review the inputs and outputs, and exercise their best judgment, as fraught as that may be. In the end, the attorney who utilizes an AI system, just like the attorney who utilizes non-lawyer assistants, should be responsible for the content provided from such AI sources presented to a court or other tribunal. This duty of oversight over work product produced by AI applies even if the AI system is managed and operated by a third-party.\textsuperscript{37}

### 3. Duty of Consulting/Communicating with Client

An attorney has a duty to communicate with and consult with their client on significant aspects of the representation. This duty is expressed in ABA Model Rule 1.4, which requires an attorney to “reasonably consult with the client about the means by which the client's objectives are to be accomplished”\textsuperscript{38} and to “explain a matter to the extent reasonably necessary to permit the client to make informed decisions regarding the representation.”\textsuperscript{39} Arizona rule 1.4 has the identical requirements.\textsuperscript{40}

The question this requirement raises for AI use is whether an attorney must consult with, and seek permission, on whether to use AI or not in the representation of a client? Moreover, if there is such a duty to consult or seek permission, how much detail is required, in terms of the type or even vendor of the AI system used, and the specific application of that AI tool in pursuing the client’s matter.

Not all uses of technology by an attorney require client consultation or permission. For example, whether an attorney uses Word or WordPerfect word processing software, or uses Federal Express or DHL for overnight shipping, is generally the attorney’s choice to make without even notice to the client. But other technology choices that may affect the outcome or cost of the representation may be issues that attorneys are obligated to discuss with their clients.

Some AI applications are likely to affect the case outcome or cost of the presentation, such as AI systems for document review, contract drafting, or due diligence. Other applications of AI may be more for internal law firm operations, such as timekeeping or billing AI-based software. Therefore, it
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may be difficult to generalize whether the use of AI systems require client notification and consent. An additional complication is that an attorney’s use of AI systems may require the uploading of client-specific data into the system for training or application purposes. Such use of client data would seem to require client consent. 41 The proposed Florida ethics opinion on AI states that an attorney is not required to obtain a client’s informed consent unless the AI program the attorney plans to use involves the disclosure of confidential information to a third party. 42 In contrast, the California Practical Guidance states that “[t]he lawyer should consider disclosure to their client that they intend to use generative AI in the representation, including how the technology will be used, and the benefits and risks of such use.” 43 Bar associations should provide further clarification to attorneys on their duty to consult with clients and/or seek permission with regard to their use of AI in client representation. 44

4. Reasoneableness of Fees

Rule 1.5 provides that “a lawyer shall not make an agreement for, charge, or collect an unreasonable fee or an unreasonable amount for expenses.” 45 When determining whether a fee is reasonable or not, Rule 1.5 directs courts, lawyers and professional ethics bodies towards an eight-factor test to analyzed fees in context based on the facts and circumstances under which the fees were incurred fees. 46

Prior to the emergence of AI and other advanced technologies, the Rule 1.5 analysis involved an assessment of whether a human being performed legal tasks and/or rendered legal advice in a reasonable manner for a reasonable amount of time and, ultimately, for a reasonable cost. To ensure compliance with Rule 1.5, legal professionals had to ask questions like “Was Task X more suitable for a partner-level legal professional or for an associate?” and “Is 11.2 hours a reasonable amount of time
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for a 5th year associate to complete Task Y?” The “reasonable fee” analysis turned almost exclusively on human-generated input and output.47

Now, AI tools and other advanced technologies can handle in minutes routine tasks that previously had been handled in weeks by armies of legal professionals. Indeed, technology and AI can perform certain tasks not just faster, but better and more consistently than humans. Principles of efficiency, therefore, dictate that technology often should be the correct first-cut or first pass on things like document review, simple document drafting and other routine and recurring tasks as long as the AI is reliable, accurate, cost-effective and secure.

As a result of this new “lawyer-plus-machine” dynamic, there is a new analytic dimension to Rule 1.5 and legal fees.48 Lawyers now must consider whether, when and to what extent to use AI when performing legal services for clients and how much to charge when doing so.49 With “output” partially generated by attorneys and partially by AI/technology, lawyers need to be thoughtful about striking the proper balance as to a reasonable fee for the dual generated work product. Charging a client for a disproportionately high amount for attorney time may be unfair to a client but allowing an attorney only to be compensated for the cost of automated or programmatic task completion is similarly unfair in the opposite direction. During the early years of generative AI, determining a “reasonable fee” for dual-generated output promises to be more of an art than a science. And there also may be legitimate reasons why an attorney cannot or should not use AI (accuracy, reliability, privacy and so forth) which creates another layer of legal fee variability.

In any of these cases, the costs and expenses associated with the full use, partial-use or non-use of AI should be discussed with a client in advance or at the beginning of the representation to avoid or minimize potential fee disputes. In this regard, the chart below suggests additional questions to help guide a Rule 1.5 analysis, particularly how some of the eight-factors should be contextualized in the age of AI:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule 1.5 Eight-Prong Analysis</th>
<th>Relevant Queries in the Age of Artificial Intelligence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The time and labor required</td>
<td>Could reliable AI have accomplished the task faster and better? Would the use of technology have reduced the number of hours billed to a client? Would the use of comparative data have helped the assigning lawyer assign the work to AI versus the “lowest efficient biller”?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| The fee charged for such services | Could the professional assign the work to the lowest efficient biller without AI/tech assistance? Was the relative cost of AI cheaper than the lowest efficient biller’s hourly rate? When taking into account the cost of technology, was the blended

49 The converse scenario also presents an interesting Rule 1.5 dilemma when an attorney must determine what is a “reasonable fees” when the attorney should have, but didn’t use AI or another industry accepted technology, when providing legal services.
Cost of the reduced volume of legal professional time and technology less than the cost of legal professionals alone?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time limitations</th>
<th>Could AI have performed a task faster and better than a legal professional in early stages of discharging the task?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Novelty, difficulty, experience</td>
<td>With legal professional oversight, could AI have performed the task more efficiently? How much senior oversight would be needed for a junior legal professional versus AI? Would the use of industry benchmarks help the assigning lawyer assign the work to the “lowest efficient biller”? Can a legal professional bill for getting “up-to-speed” with AI tools?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 5. Duty of Confidentiality

Rule 1.6(a) states that “[a] lawyer shall not reveal information relating to the representation of a client unless the client gives informed consent, the disclosure is impliedly authorized in order to carry out the representation or the disclosure is permitted by paragraph (b).” Subsection (c) of Rule 1.6 further requires a lawyer to make reasonable efforts to prevent the inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure of, or unauthorized access to, information relating to the representation of a client. Legal professionals must be mindful that AI technologies rely on vast amounts of data, including information uploaded into AI systems and platforms by users, to train algorithms underlying the AI systems. It is possible that information uploaded and stored in an AI system could be disclosed in future responses to others. Attorneys who use AI platforms therefore must be especially wary about the type and nature of the information being shared, which could contain sensitive, confidential, or privileged information — precisely the type of information Rule 1.6 requires to be kept confidential. Lawyers should not input any client confidential information into any generative AI solution that lacks reasonable and adequate security or that shares inputted information with third parties.

Additionally, attorneys and their law firms should adopt best practices, policies and procedures to ensure that inadvertent or unauthorized disclosure does not occur. This includes researching and understanding how the AI tools work and being conversant with the terms of use, security policies and document retention policies of AI platform. Consulting with IT professionals and cybersecurity experts also are excellent precautionary measures. Where client data is uploaded to an AI platform, attorneys should take care to redact sensitive or confidential aspects of the information and enable file protections and encryption controls. Lastly, it is important for attorneys to communicate with clients about the use of an AI platform, the nature of the information to be shared with the platform and the concomitant risks.

### 6. Duty of Candor Towards Tribunal

Rule 3.3 provides that a “lawyer shall not knowingly make a false statement of fact or law to a tribunal or fail to correct a false statement of material fact or law previously made to the tribunal by the
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lawyer. When a lawyer uses AI or AI generated content in the courtroom, the duty of candor requires
attorney to verify the truthfulness, completeness and accuracy of all court filings and statements made
by the attorney to the Court in connection therewith. Several courts have issued standing orders
reinforcing this minimum standard of candor toward the tribunal in respect of the use of AI. Generally
speaking, these standing orders require that “[a]ll attorneys and pro se litigants must verify that AI-
generated filings & pleadings have been checked for accuracy, using print reporters, traditional legal
databases, or other reliable means.”

7. The Unauthorized Practice of Law

Rule 5.5(a) provides that “[a] lawyer shall not practice law in a jurisdiction in violation of the
regulation of the legal profession in that jurisdiction.” Subsection (b) of Rule 5.5 further states that “a
lawyer shall not aid a nonlawyer in the unauthorized practice of law.” These ethical mandates are
subject to a practical exception in Comment 2 to Rule 5.5 where the unauthorized practice of law rule is
not violated where a lawyer supervises work he or she has delegated and retains responsibility for the
non-lawyer.

The policy underlying the unauthorized practice of law is straightforward. When a non-lawyer
endeavors to handle legal matters, the non-lawyer is not technically subject to the same training and
rules that apply to lawyers (i.e., the Professional Rules of Conduct) thereby threatening the integrity of
the legal profession; the quality of legal advice given; and the desired results and outcomes for clients
and others expecting sound legal advice and services.

Although the practice of law is characterized in a slightly different way depending on which state
law applies, the overarching principle evidencing the unauthorized practice of law is whether the non-
lawyer exercised legal judgment, especially the application of law to a particular set of facts. State
codes and ethics opinions add clarity to this principle by defining certain core activities as constituting
the practice of law: preparing pleadings and court submissions; drafting legal agreements and
documents that establish legal rights (contracts, deeds, trusts, wills); court appearances; and giving
legal advice.
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Illinois and the U.S. Court of International Trade.
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57 For an insightful article providing an overview of the unauthorized practice of law and its future, see generally Julian
Moradian, A New Era of Legal Services: The Elimination of Unauthorized Practice of Law Rules to Accompany the Growth
of Legal Software, 12 Wm. & Mary Bus. L. Rev. 247 (2020), available at
https://scholarship.law.wm.edu/wmblr/vol12/iss1/7. A sometimes criticized aspect of bar licensure and the unauthorized
practice of law is the anticompetitive and monopolistic effect on the legal profession.
58 In Arizona, the “[p]ractice of law means providing legal advice or services to or for another by: (1) preparing or
expressing legal opinions to or for another person or entity; (2) representing a person or entity in a judicial, quasi-judicial, or
administrative proceeding, or other formal dispute resolution process such as arbitration or mediation; (3) preparing a
document, in any medium, on behalf of a specific person or entity for filing in any court, administrative agency, or tribunal;
(4) negotiating legal rights or responsibilities on behalf of a specific person or entity; or (5) preparing a document, in any
medium, intended to affect or secure a specific person's or entity's legal rights.” A.R.S. Sup.Ct. Rules, Rule 31(b).
Lawyers can directly engage in the unauthorized practice of law themselves by, for instance, practicing in a jurisdiction in which they do not hold a license to practice law.\footnote{ABA MRPR 5.5(b).} That is not, however, where AI poses a risk relative to the unauthorized practice of law.

A very real risk is posed, or at least hypothesized, in the context of a licensed attorney “aiding a nonlawyer in the unauthorized practice of law.”\footnote{ABA MRPR 5.5(a).} AI-systems, particularly large language models, are capable of generating legal documents, developing novel legal arguments and incorporating legal research into those work products. In many respects, GenAI tools function in a manner similar to a paralegal or other non-lawyer assistant. GenAI is not merely performing a rote, administrative, “fill-in-the-blank” task, but instead mimicking the cognitive functionality of a non-lawyer by handling legal tasks.\footnote{\textit{Cf.} A.R.S. Sup.Ct. Rules, Rule 31(b).} As implausible as it might have sounded a decade or two ago that a non-human could be engaged in the (unauthorized) practice of law, the rapid advancement of technology has made the far-fetched very real. It is not yet clear whether attorneys who rely on GenAI to produce oral arguments in a court case or generate pleadings or legal briefs have crossed the blurry line of aiding the unauthorized practice of law, but it is certainly raising eyebrows among state bar commissions and legal ethicists alike.

The cautious lawyer should assume that GenAI tools which are handling tasks much like a human being have stepped into the shoes of a virtual non-lawyer. This means that the exception in Comment 2 to Rule 5.5 carries great importance for any lawyer who uses AI tools. In order to fall within the “safe harbor” exception to comment 2, lawyers using AI tools in the context of their practice must "supervise" and verify the output of GenAI tool, recognizing that the lawyer is retaining ultimate responsibility for the output of the AI tool. While this practice fulfills a lawyer's professional responsibilities under other ethical rules discussed above, it also should serve to place a lawyer squarely into the exception to improperly aiding the unauthorized practice of law.

\section*{Other Attorney Ethics Issues}

Another ethical issue has to do with law firm use of AI chatbots for client communications and intake. These can create risks of inadvertently creating an attorney-client relationship when one is not intended or advised. As the draft Florida ethics opinion cautions, “[w]hile generative AI makes these interactions seem more personable, it presents additional risks, including that a prospective client relationship or even a lawyer-client relationship has been created without the lawyer’s knowledge.”\footnote{FL Prop. Advisory Opinion 24-1, supra note 12.} The chatbot should be programmed to immediately identify itself as a chatbot, and to provide appropriate disclaimers that is not authorized to create an attorney-client relationship.\footnote{\textit{Id.}}

AI systems could also trigger the rule against discrimination in ABA MRPR 8.4(g), which provides that an attorney must not “engage in conduct that the lawyer knows or reasonably should know is harassment or discrimination on the basis of race, sex, religion, national origin, ethnicity, disability, age, sexual orientation, gender identity, marital status or socioeconomic status in conduct
related to the practice of law.”\textsuperscript{64} AI systems trained on historical data often contain racial, gender or other biases in the data that can be incorporated into the AI’s algorithms decisions. Attorneys should be aware of this potential for bias and of approaches for addressing such biases.\textsuperscript{65}

Some states are considering mandatory CLE training sessions for attorneys on the ethical use of AI. For example, in its decision on November 16, 2023 to adopt a Practical Guidance on use of AI, the California Bar authorized its staff to develop a one-hour CLE course on ethical use of AI.\textsuperscript{66} In addition, the California State Bar has directed the Committee of Bar Examiners to explore requirements for California-accredited law schools to require courses regarding the competent use of generative AI and to explore regulations related to the bar exam and generative AI.\textsuperscript{67}

**Judicial Ethics**

Judicial ethics may also be affected by AI. At least two states have already issued ethics opinions about the role of judges in using AI. The West Virginia Bar issued an opinion in October 2023 that concluded “that a judge may use AI for research purposes but may not use it to decide the outcome of a case. The Use of AI in drafting opinions or orders should be done with extreme caution.”\textsuperscript{68} The order also counseled judges to review and approve any content generated by an AI system similar to how the judge would review content generated by a judicial clerk.\textsuperscript{69} The Order also cautioned judges to avoid any leakage of confidential data through the use of an AI system.\textsuperscript{70}

Shortly thereafter, the Michigan Bar issued its own ethical opinion on judges and AI.\textsuperscript{71} The Michigan order emphasized the need for judges to obtain and maintain competency in understanding AI that may be used in their courtroom and cases. The Order concludes that: “Judicial officers have an ethical obligation to understand technology, including artificial intelligence, and take reasonable steps to ensure that AI tools on which their judgment will be based are used properly and that the AI tools are utilized within the confines of the law and court rules. Further, as AI rapidly advances, judicial officers have an ethical duty to maintain technological competence and understand AI’s ethical implications to ensure efficiency and quality of justice.”\textsuperscript{72}

\textsuperscript{64} Arizona doesn’t have an equivalent rule although attorneys are prohibited from engaging “in conduct that is prejudicial to the administration of justice.” ER 8.4(d).

\textsuperscript{65} California Practical Guidance, supra note 9, at 5 (“Some generative AI is trained on biased information, and a lawyer should be aware of possible biases and the risks they may create when using generative AI (e.g., to screen potential clients or employees.”).

\textsuperscript{66} Miller, supra note 7. The State Bar of California, supra note 9, at 4.

\textsuperscript{67} The State Bar of California, supra note 9, at 4.


\textsuperscript{69} Id. at 4.

\textsuperscript{70} Id. at 5.

\textsuperscript{71} State Bar of Michigan, Opinion J1-155, Judicial officers must maintain competence with advancing technology, including but not limited to artificial intelligence (Oct, 27, 2023), available at https://www.michbar.org/opinions/ethics/numbered_opinions/J1-155.

\textsuperscript{72} Id.
Business Ethics Issues

The model rules of professional conduct are not the only ethical consideration that lawyers should consider when using AI in a professional context. Business ethics and general ethical considerations also are relevant to an attorney’s use of AI and LLM. A non-exhaustive list of these issues include:

Job displacement. As the recent Executive Order issued by President Biden noted “AI is changing America’s jobs and workplaces, offering both the promise of improved productivity but also the dangers of increased workplace surveillance, bias, and job displacement.73 When it comes to a shifting workforce, a recent Goldman Sachs report found that over 300 million jobs could be displaced by AI on a global basis in the near future.74 Job displacement is a big issue, although it should not be mistaken with job elimination whereby jobs are not replaced. Lawyers are somewhat uniquely positioned to have a greater social impact beyond the immediate legal matters on which they are working because of the case/matter strategy they employ, personnel they enlist, precedent they set and outcomes they drive. Accordingly, one can argue that a lawyer’s ethical obligation also includes ethics considerations as a businessperson. These considerations include how our industry’s use of AI will affect employment levels within the legal industry, how law students and our younger professional colleagues are being trained and employed in light of AI usage and how we re-train existing legal industry personnel for other positions with and outside the legal industry.

Bias. AI systems rely on countless types and huge volumes of data to operate and improve. If the underlying data sets are incomplete, inaccurate, or skewed, meaningful biases can creep into results generated by AI tools. The biases then can become ingrained, replicated, amplified and perpetuated in an endless cycle. To complicate matters, if reinforcement learning from human feedback (RLHF) is being used to train a foundational model, it is nearly impossible for human preferences, prejudices, choices, and feelings not to be introduced into the model, thereby creating an additional risk of bias. The risk of bias is not a per se reason for lawyers not to use AI. It is, however, a reason to be on vigilant lookout for potentially discriminatory outcomes. Beyond vigilance, lawyers should ensure that AI-developers use care in selecting training data and have ample supervision of human-in-the-loop oversight/AI-training improvements.

Transparency. Transparency poses a business ethics issue for which there is no easy solution. The core issue is charting a path to gain a truly in-depth understanding of how AI functions. For the most part, AI systems are developed and operate in a “black-box” environment that is continuously evolving and transforming. Users never know how algorithms produced the output generated by the AI system. In some respects, even those who are tasked with maintaining an AI system do not have full visibility into the precise basis for output generated as it is ever evolving. For lawyers, the lack of transparency impairs one’s ability to easily verify the accuracy and reliability of the output generated, which correlates directly to the multitude of lawyers’ ethical obligations, discussed above.

Privacy. Data and personal privacy issues occupy a blurry space between business ethics and legal ethics. As AI systems evolve and mature, they will be amassing and analyzing a vast quantum of PII and other information about individuals, such as their personal preferences, behaviors, beliefs, habits and even emotions. This data could be for both legitimate and nefarious purposes from targeted advertising to predicting individuals’ future behavior to fraud. Lawyers must be mindful that accumulating and using such personal data raises serious ethical questions about the legal right to privacy as well as potential liability for themselves and their clients. Consent to collection and data usage and control are vital to protect unsuspecting individuals against misuse of personal data by and within AI systems. In many instances, lawyers can be gatekeepers of how private information is collected and used in legal matters.